**Rules of the Virtual Rooms**

- Please **introduce yourself (name and country) in the chat** when you join the Zoom meeting.
- Please maintain **a professional and respectful behavior** throughout the meetings. **Anyone who shows misbehavior or disrespect will be removed from the meeting by the moderator.**
- **Be kind** to other participants in the meeting – be **encouraging and considerate**. Give chance to other people to speak up and share.
- **Participate and have fun!**
- Take this opportunity to meet people across the globe – **make friends and build valuable connections** 🤝
The Wisdom of the White Elephants

- This virtual room is hosted by none other than the ISPRS White Elephant Club – a group of legendary professors and experts in remote sensing, photogrammetry and spatial information science, who continues to share their great knowledge to the scientific community
- For the first few sessions, they will give you their wisdom on doing research
- We are also organizing a meet and greet session – ever wondered how it feels to have an award named after you and actually give it in a conference? Why not join us in this virtual room and get the answer from the legends!
In Memory of Schrodinger’s Cat
Virtual Room Guide

- Please prepare a 10-minute presentation of your research (it can be pitch or a presentation)
- A 10-minute feedback session will follow
- For each session, we will welcome 5 presenters – make sure you join early and inform the moderator
- We welcome other students to listen, ask questions and give their insights!
  - Be clear and concise
  - Be relevant, avoid being out of scope
  - Maximum of two feedbacks from each person
This virtual room is a virtual writing workshop session – the goal is to accomplish a writing task for the 2-hour session, together with other participants.

Please introduce yourself and what is the writing task you would like to start or accomplish during the session – let’s start committing to writing!

We welcome short presentations from participants who would like to share tips and tricks, or any useful advice on writing and motivation.

Bring food and drinks! Don’t go hungry while writing.

At the first hour, the moderator will check on your progress – share your progress or your challenges.

At the end of the session, participants will report on their progress or any insights they have for the writing task at hand.

Feel free to come back to this virtual room, we would like to be your accountability partner on your writing task!
Bring your own Sunshine!
Session Guide

- This virtual room hosts a **meet and connect session**, a virtual social gathering
- Participants can request for a topic of discussion for the session, to get the conversation started
- **Talk about anything under the sun!** Propose any friendly and fun topics to talk about!
- If you enjoy this particular virtual room, **you can make a request to ISPRS SC via email** *(sc@isprs.org)* to schedule another session and invite more of your friends and colleagues!
- For the special segment, **Martin and His Laser Chickens**, our resident LiDAR rock star slash sustainability advocate will walk you through endless conversations on remote sensing, valuable life lessons and of course, the famous laser chickens
- Let’s **cheer to life, love, kindness and compassion. You are not alone. 💖**
The ISPRS SC Super Friends Session Guide

- We will be inviting our “super friends” - our friendly neighborhood heroes willing to share their knowledge and give time to our community
  - Some heroes wear capes, but some of them have superpowers and amazing knowledge in remote sensing, photogrammetry and spatial information science as well as brilliant leadership skills and incredible passion for advocacy
  - Our invited speakers will not be limited in our fields of expertise – you will meet wonderful people from all walks of life, willing to share valuable insights to help you through this challenging time, either at a personal or professional level
  - Interested to meet the ISPRS SC’s BFF? Come join us and find out!